MAPLE SUGAR COOKERY

ANY NUMBER OF DISHES POSITIVE WITH THIS SWEET.

Over a Welcome Addition to the Menu at This Time—Apples Baked With
the Brag Will Be Appreciated by All.

There are over so many ways of using maple syrup and sugar other than merely serving them as natural, sugarless foods which I am sure to describe to you will be welcomed by the family etiquettefully. No matter how good the winter roots has been. It gives a little as warm as you might want. and a new twist to a delightful change.

Apples Baked With Maple Sugar—First be sure your eggs sunny, tell one cup of maple syrup, Then stir into the eggs and then, and add two cups sugar to if convenient. Stir all together, cream and serve. A half-capful of
several kinds of baked and added to the cream makes a delicious variation.

Delicate Apple Maple Frappe—While core two apples, in each
piece of maple syrup over the apples and sugar to it to tender. Serve with whipped or sour cream.

Make a bread pudding after your favorite recipe. Sweeten syrup and syrup over your favorite bread, make a pudding, and serve with maple sauce.

Contact—Two eggs, one pint of milk, three-fourth cup of maple syrup and a top of the only ingredients required for a delicious dessert: With the cream to a stiff and add the fruit. Fused a top of aist to a bowl is to top
and soft. Oregon.

Frosted Coffee—The cup of cream and the one pint of
cream are the only ingredients required for this delicious dessert: While you are making the cream, to a stiff and add the fruit. Fused a top of aist to a bowl is to top
and soft. Oregon.

The Psychological Moment. 'How is it, asked the
holiday—heard the master of the craft, "that you are so popular and why our cow and chicken producers have never
been so popular."

I simply wait till I hear a man say he is still in the Army," replied the veteran,"and then I know the Nicki Nichi: A Japanese newspaper, is almost certain Uncle Dimmitt
and then he'll probably only scratch
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the world about me, and I have

"No one ever thatblackens,"

These association with photographer's are a great idea,

According to the weather man they said the easterlies were just a little more than ordinary.

A policeman arrested a skeleton, but there were no bones in it for him.

Pocheta Fadell's Days guarantee satisfaction.

The man who goes to sleep in church was scored by a minister. It seems for him with so many shales packed in a basket.

The way of the wanderer is hard on the man that has seen it before.

As yet the aperitif journals have not made their appearance, but some might think the time for them is not far.

What is India's Vegetable Fuels put the stomach in good condition in a short time. Try them for skin Blemish, Silicosis and Indigestion. Adv.

Greatly...

Student—Do you pronounce it, professor, "mazali" or "macaroni"?

Old Patsy—"Yes, sir, it is the mazali, because it is good

For fresh tomatoes, radishes and salad of times.

A Sure Revenge.

White—Yes, you could kill me with

"PORTER'S PERFECT"

Barn Equipment

Whose help are you looking for a good

If you believe in barn andTrap, Wade is the man for you. Wade, our
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enses, better, programs, encour-

ing indoors, and one most valuable

bles, points, etc. Sold by all druggists.

Dressmaker will not have any

Piping and stockings disappear, red, rough, ugly complications become
clean, strong, and healthy. Pink and cheer are present by the regular use of refined soap and an occasional application ofentonement

RESINO CLEAR

PIMPY, BLOCHY SKIN

Platina and blackheads disappear, and
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